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Kanjut Sar West Face
Masayoshi Fujii

On 6 June 1981, our party of 10 reached the point of temporary Base
Camp where the J utmar Glacier flows into the Hispar Glacier, together
with 122 Nagar porters who carried our load of about 3.2 ton. Although
we had planned to employ some of these porters for carrying loads
up to Base Camp, we discharged all of them because of their excessive
requests and their nasty attitude toward us. On 17 June, load-carrying
up to Base Camp was completed with the help of 10 porters who came
from Hispar village 4 days after we had started load-carrying by
ourselves. Base Camp was set up at 4900m on a snow field below the W
face.

The climbing of the W face began on 18June. We took a route to the
E of the central rocky face (on which no feasible route could be found).
The route followed a narrow snow gully and a small rocky face and came
out on a snow slope leading up to the lower part of Comb tower at
5800m. Thus, we could avoid the first difficulty of the front rocky face.
However, there were no possibilities for a safe camp until we would pass
over the Comb tower. This involved a very technical traverse of rock on
the E side as well as delicate balance climbing on an exposed horizontal
ridge.

Camp 1 was established finally on 26 June very high at 5950m after
establishing an intermediary equipment store at 5650m: this was
necessary in view of the distance for carrying loads from Base Camp to
Camp 1. Over 1500m of fixed rope were used to secure the route
between Base Camp and Camp 1.

The route onwards from Camp 1 followed a snow face of 45° average
inclination which climbed directly up to the big snow field under the
rocky face of the summit where we planned to put Camp 2. More than
half of the route was completed within 3 days but directly below the big
snow field we spent 4 days finding a safe route through a labyrinth of
snow and ice towers. Moreover, we were compelled to spend an extra 6
days repairing the route below, which was broken off by continual
avalanches. In total, 13 days were spent on the route from Camp 1 to
Camp 2. The establishment of Camp 2 at 6850m on the big snow field
was achieved on 13 July.

That same day, 3 members at Camp 1 were hit by huge avalanches
caused by icefalls from the hanging glacier on the upper west side at a
height of about 6600m. Although 2 of them were trapped in their
crushed tent, they were rescued without serious injuries by another
member, who had fortunately had a narrow escape by holding on to the
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fixed rope behind the snow walls we had erected to protect the tent from
avalanches.

On the 19th, Teramoto and Sakai progressed along the west side of
the rocky face of the summit up to a height of 7400m where Camp 3 was
intended to be made. Thus, it seemed to be possible to establish Camp 2
there on 22 July with 2 members and loads of 15kg. We were so close to
sucofss, just needing 2 fine days to finish the climb. However, on the
22~', 2 members found that 200m of rope above 7000m, which had
bee fixed on an ice wall of 55° inclination, had been swept away by
av lanches. They were obliged to repair the route with the lOOm rope
th y had and deposit all their equipment for Camp 3 at the starting point
~f the fixed rope.

From 22 July, bad weather started and continued to the 31 st. After 2
days in the tent, on the 24th, we decided to climb down to Base Camp
since bad weather was forecast to continue for at least one week.

Early in the morning of the 27th, it was fair and extremely huge
avalanches fell down from the same poiht as before. They were so huge
that all tents, even at Base Camp, were blown away. We found Camp 1
crushed completely but still in place and fixed ropes on the route via the
rocky Comb tower to Camp 1 were also swept out. We spent a day re
establishing Camp 1, but were running short of food. Four members
went up to Camp 2 in a snowstorm but were forced to stay there for 2
days because of the danger of missing the tent in whiteout conditions.

After 1 August, we could move and spent 2 days repairing the route to
Camp 3. However, the equipment for Camp 3, which had been
deposited before, could not be found despite 2 days' hard work by 2
members who dug snow along the fixed rope. Spare equipment was
brought up from Camp 1 to Camp 2 by 3 members on 2 August. This,
however, would have been insufficient to carry out more than one
summit bid.

On 3 August Teramoto and Sakai, as the first summit team, started to
Camp 3 with a support party of 3 members. They established Camp 3 at
7400m at the foot of a gully leading up to the Summit ridge, with a
bivouac sac in a shallow snow hole.

Although it was windy on the 4th, they left Camp 3 at 7.30 and,
climbing without oxygen, set off up the gully. The angle increased
gradually and the last lOOm was on steep snowy ice. They reached the
ridge of the summit at 10.00 and were treated to fine views of the
surrounding peaks. They reached the summit of Kanjut Sar at 11.30am
and returned to Camp 2 by 4.30pm. That same day K. Fujii and
Kaneko came up to Camp 3 and found the previously deposited gear for
Camp 3. This ensured the following summit bid.

On the 5th, K. Fujii and Kaneko as 2nd summit team reached the
summit in windless, fine weather. The following morning, although it
was snowing, M. Fujii, Miyano and Shibuya, as 3rd summit team,
reached the summit.
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